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ArtSpeak: Writing workshop with Poet-in-Residence, Golda Solomon. 
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Jacquese Armstrong

The mirror

i remember
when the mirror crashed the floor
my spirit fell through
i was alone
20 & broken

the pieces of mirror
surrounded me
reflecting only fractured parts.

0
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rosie Hertlein

Worlds apart? 
(With love and admiration)

No, I didn’t understand English
But I understood
Strength
Warmth
The clarity of her voice
The rhythm of the strummed guitar cords, 
so deep it changed your heartbeat.

No, I didn’t understand the sexual innuendos of her lyrics
But I felt it
I used to say, “the blues tastes salty”

She was Lizzie Douglas
She never liked that name   Lizzie,
So her family called her Kid
at Columbia Records 
they gave her the name
Memphis Minnie

No 
for most of my life
I didn’t know the importance and 
impact of her artistry in the world
But she sure got me.
I was seven or eight and sang along:
“Won’t you be my chauffer, won’t you be my chauffer,
I want you to drive me, I want you to drive me downtown…”
Not knowing what it meant
But the deeper meaning of her music, her sound was inescapable.
Memphis Minnie became my hero.
No, before I knew her, 
I didn’t know that women could be 
artistic, strong, and beautiful.
Her existence took me out of my world 
in which I was told daily 
What women cannot do.
And maybe my spirit was never broken, 
because I knew about her.
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No, I never knew about all the hardship 
she had to endure in her life.
But when I read in a blues magazine that she was ill, 
sitting in a wheelchair and 
wanted to hear from her friends in the world,
I wrote her a heartfelt letter.
By than, I was thirteen,
My school English barley sufficient,
But I was not ashamed
It was too important to let her know 
what she meant to me.

No, she never got my letter
She passed away a week before it arrived.
I know, because her sister 
Ms Daisy Johnson of Memphis, Tennessee 
wrote to me:

Dear Rosi,
Sitting, reading your letter lets me know that 
you is a real fan of my sister Memphis Minnie, 
but sorry to tell you that she pass away August 6th 1973.

No, I never responded
My parents didn’t allow it
It scared them that this Negro music had such a hold on me and 
They cancelled the subscription to my blues magazine.
No, nobody got the blues out of me. 
Nor the wisdom and knowledge that came along with it.            
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golda solomon 

January  19, 2015 

The birch tree in the gardens fights against winter’s wrath
Unasked for palette of rage
Brown   white   bark- chapped hands   rough peeling
Pieces drop like worn pages of the oft read good book
Words and text ignored
There is no mercy in this ugly season
A few windswept bare brances arc, sway with story
Strong trunk   resilient  still a-climbing towards a chilled sky
Nubs where transluscent leaves birthed in spring
Where innocent children played
Their laughter grren with  warm promise
The river is close 
Don’t be fooled by currents that flow north and south  with indicision
A low sun teases a crystal stairs reflection on black water
I say a silent prayer for Martin Luther Ling
He marched for all our children
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vincent lanni

Spilled Ink

It’s the
unorganized
mess
and
unusual
appearance
blotted all over
perfectly lined
paper
that makes
black ink’s
permanent
and
dark existence
its own
distinct kind of beauty

its mistake 
of being
spilled over
and
splashed
across the table
will push it to
adapt and live
in a new environment
while forcing it to
tap into
its true
inner beauty

the type of beauty
an artist could never
perfectly rearrange
on his eyes
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LOUIE  CREW  CLAY
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ann koshel van buren
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MARELY  CORNIEL
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jacquese armstrong

My Bag

For Psychosis Sequence R

(Mental illness is a thief. It is a thief that steals promise. That is, until you pull sequence R out of 
your bag and cheat the thief out of his spoils.)

Schizophrenia is a sneak. You are aware intermittently of what you pass through. But when you are 
there, it is real. 

It is not a multiple personality disorder. It is hearing voices that dictate poetry and school you. It is 
the belief that minds can converse, though it is not socially acceptable. It is thinking you can slow 
walk a popular musician to the altar and acting on it. It is fuchsias and iridescent purples screaming 
yellow and orange, one day. And then, it’s every hue of blue on the spectrum. It is often the barest 
trees in winter in a black and white photo. It is stark and foreboding. It is always embarrassing 
when you come to reality and know how far out on a limb you were.

It is a suicidal low for days on end and the highest manic state later on. I lived and still live with 
distortions, delusions, extreme paranoia and people talking to me who aren’t there.

In my years of living with my spectrum, I have had many disappointments. 

A great part of dealing with a mental illness is the disappointment that comes at every turn. First, it 
disrupts your life and some of us never get back on track. It is a very hard thing to accept. 

But you have a whole bag of tricks to get you through. And I am a rather refined bag lady. It is 
somewhat akin to the rather large mustard colored, faux leather alligator bag I carry. I just get out 
the sequence R, reinvent myself and begin again. It’s always in the side pocket, right next to the 
orange lipstick and the cell phone.
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SCOTT  T.  HUTCHISON

Witnesses to a Child Abduction

What happened? A world 
of baseness, sadness. 
Describe what you saw. 
A satellite in the void
quietly sliding down 
against the passenger window 
abject in understanding
that another human being 
was taking her out 
beyond the boundaries
of solar winds, termination   shock. 
And? Gravity 
clodded our feet.
Anything else you remember
about the day? The sun
was angry, like it
had something against 
this little planet
fortunate enough 
to sustain life.
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anothai hansen
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Morning Ritual

Each day, more of my father
glares at me from the mirror
with a scowl on my face.
All I’ve shunned, I’ve become.
Some days I smash the mirror,
each crack a scar or wrinkle,
wishes unfulfilled yet undiminished.
There is a medicine chest full of anger.
On other days I am compassionate,
forgiving everybody     everything,
but not myself, for anything.
As the man in the mirror says:
“When God gave out brains,
you must’ve been in the bathroom.”

BRIAN ALLAN  SKINNER
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sheila perelman
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Marely Corniel
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priscilla smith

Solstice / Dawn

Now              where
The light begins to rebirth itself
We unearth our atrocities.
The Mothers can scarcely comprehend
How a small pit of refuse, ash, bone
Could represent so many missing children.
That sharp open throated cry
Slicing the murmured grief and anger –
Is it woman or rooster?
Will it fly unerring as Gandiva’s arrow
Straight to the mark?
Pierce the sun’s Heart?
Will the new light shed mercy
And we sinking to our knees
Melt?
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BRIAN ALLAN SKINNER

The Long Way Home

For months, for most of fifth grade,
I followed Janet Kapche home,
blocks out of my way,
always a half-block behind.
I grew bolder, followed more closely:
ten, five, three houses away.
If she turned her head, ponytail swinging,
I’d stumble behind bushes, duck into gangways.
I wanted her to see me, to catch me lurking;
heart pounding, I waited for the day.
When it arrived, I was struck dumb.
She turned, laughed, clicked her front door shut.
I never walked that way again.
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BRIAN ALLAN SKINNER
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monique avakian

Shaman Drummer

plugged 
in 
to 
the 
Vitruvian 
matrix 
of 
myriad 
traditions
the 
drummer 
works 
the 
well
of 
our 
Essence

with the pump of his left foot 
Vibration wills the stream of Kundalini
to surge through the grained grid of the floorboards
up through the squared circle of your bar stool
up and through the core of your spine 
all the way up through the top of your head
and back around again
to rejoin the Source

that is,
if you so choose
to accept 
that a healing man of sight
can  
twine
and 
untwine
horizontal and vertical
lines
of light
to cross and spark
at will 
by completely removing himself from the equation
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be forewarned:
at key junctures during the course of an evening 
this Shaman’s eyelids may fly open fiercely
hold your gaze unrelentingly
and
with 
just
the
right~timed 
kind of delicate~force~fantastic 
lay wood 
to rest 
against metal       with
a karate chop of angled precision
that divines
purity of sound 

purity of sound and an essence of movement he directs geometrically 
through a wall of bricks
and into the spaciousness of your body cavity
where you may or may not
be pleased to find
that he’s got all ten fingers wrapped firmly 
around 
your 
spleen 
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chelsea raigo

white in black  painting
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natasha soto

Small

The smallest in the family
In an apartment full of big noise
The only Latina in her Chinatown school

Play with congis, 
Even eat dried squid
Show that you are the same. 

They still called you white girl
Which felt bad 
But they called your sister black girl
Which was worse somehow

We foolishly believed we should stay small
Like tributaries to a river
Flowing toward something bigger
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Santa Monica Mountains 

Backdrop        clusters of palm trees

Next to the bridge 

Where traffic ensues 

As pelicans dive    headfirst 

Into the murky lagoon below

Oblivious to the pollution

ABRAHEEM  DITTU
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matthew turov
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leah koss
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(continued)

leah koss
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matthew turov
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rosie hertlein
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allison grayhurst

Cull the Extremes

Waves upon waves of tenderness

permeated the edge of eternity. My

secrets were stretched across the sliver of morning moon.

Rainy day before the children rise

and the pulse inside me is a bird who

can’t find a place to land.

It is the heat and the dread, tangible

as death – and it is the dance on old,

infertile ground that helps the butterfly along.

But I am past freedom, immune to invention.

I am a sun-scorched park that has no shade. 

I take the spider out of my mouth. I shape a skull with stiff fingers.
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arlé sklar weinstein
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arlé sklar weinstein
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sheila perelman
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anthony gayle

epithet

With your ear to the tomb,
you might hear the dreams 
or the screams
of the freshly exhumed.
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george freek

In Imitation of Ou Yang Hsiu

I watch a girl with golden hair
swing down the street,
but we will never meet.
I’m too old for that.
Still, the flesh stirs,
as a blossom stirs,
but the unfolding is too long.
I stare at the trees,
as they lose their leaves.
My brain spins like a needle
in a groove. I can’t make
the past come back.
There are many things
I’ve long forgotten.
Winter arrives too soon.
I look at falling leaves,
and find the apples rotten. 
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SHEILA PERELMAN
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BLUE DOOR ART CENTER
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BLUE DOOR ARTIST ASSOCIATION
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HAPPENINGS AT THE BLUE DOOR GALLERY
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Blue Door Art Center is grateful to Arts Westchester for awarding us a Yonkers 
Cultural Initiative Grant, that has enabled us to launch this Blue Door Quarterly 
Publication. We are appreciative of their ongoing support and encouragement of 
our mission to enhance the quality of life in our community.

Golda Solomon, Associate Editor Rachel McCain, Editor-in-Chief




